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ABSTRACT

The �n��� cross sections of the important s	process nuclei ���Xe� ���Xe� and ���Xe have
been measured for the 
rst time in the astrophysically relevant neutron energy range
from � to ��� keV� Neutrons were produced via the �Li�p� n��Be reaction by bombarding
metallic Li targets with the pulsed proton beam of the Karlsruhe �� MV Van de Graa�
accelerator� Highly enriched Xe gas samples in thin	walled titanium spheres were used
in the experiment� and capture events were registered with the Karlsruhe �� Barium
Fluoride Detector� The cross sections were determined relative to the gold standard with
overall uncertainties of ��� 	 ���� over most of the investigated energy range� From these
results Maxwellian averaged stellar �n��� cross sections with typical uncertainties of ��
were calculated for thermal energies between kT � � keV and ��� keV� In contrast to
previous theoretical estimates� which were known to exhibit uncertainties of �� to ����
this work provides a reliable basis for quantitative astrophysical analyses�
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

DIE STELLAREN �n��� QUERSCHNITTE DER Xe ISOTOPE

Die �n���	Querschnitte der wichtigen s	Prozess	Kerne ���Xe� ���Xe und ���Xe wurden
erstmals im astrophysikalisch relevanten Energiebereich von � bis ��� keV gemessen� Die
Neutronen wurden �uber die �Li�p� n��Be	Reaktion durch Beschuss metallischer Li	Targets
mit dem gepulsten Protonenstrahl des Karlsruher �� MV Van de Graa� Beschleunigers
erzeugt� Im Experiment wurden hochangereicherte Xe	Gasproben in d�unnwandigen Ti	
tankugeln verwendet� Einfangereignisse wurden mit dem Karlsruher �� Barium Fluorid
Detektor nachgewiesen� Die Querschnitte wurden relativ zum Standard	Querschnitt von
Gold bestimmt� wobei im gr�ossten Teil des untersuchten Energiebereichs Unsicherheiten
von ��� 	 ���� erreicht wurden� Mit diesen Ergebnissen konnten die Maxwell	gemittelten�
stellaren �n���	Querschnitte f�ur thermische Energien von kT � � keV bis ��� keV mit
einer Genauigkeit von etwa �� festgelegt werden� Im Gegensatz zu bisher verf�ugbaren�
theoretischen Absch�atzungen� die Unsicherheiten von �� bis ��� aufwiesen� stellen die
Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit eine zuverl�assige Grundlage f�ur quantitative� astrophysikalische
Analysen dar�
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� INTRODUCTION

Measurements of neutron capture cross sections with the Karlsruhe ��BaF� detector for
applications in nuclear astrophysics are now available since more than ten years ���� During
this period all aspects of the method have been studied in detail resulting in continuous
improvements and in the implementation of new features� The possibility for achieving
uncertainties of ��� is well established and has been demonstrated for about �� isotopes�
These data had a great impact on the recent update of a cross section compilation for
nucleosynthesis studies ���� With this background it became possible to address di�cult
problems in nucleosynthesis which are completely out of reach for other experimental
approaches�

A prominent example of this type was the 
rst experimental determination of the
neutron capture cross section of ���mTa� the rarest stable isotope in nature ���� While
normally sample masses of �� g of highly enriched material are required in such measure	
ments� the world supply of enriched ���mTa consists of only ��� mg with an enrichment
of only ����� That a successful measurement could be performed on that di�cult sample
illustrates the superior sensitivity of the technique which was recently complemented by
extensive computer simulations ��� �� using the GEANT software ����

Also in the present experiment� which is the 
rst attempt to use this detector for
measurements on noble gas isotopes� sample preparation was the main di�culty� requiring
the development of optimized high pressure gas samples� These 
rst measurements on
xenon are important since Xe is one of the six elements with two s	only isotopes� ���Xe and
���Xe are commonly assigned to the s process� Four elements of this group �Te�Ba�Sm�Gd�
have already been investigated with the Karlsruhe ��BaF� detector �� �� �� ���� while the
remaining case is Kr� another noble gas element�

The previous investigations have shown that these examples are important for analyses
of branchings in the s	process reaction path provided that the stellar �n��� cross sections
of the involved s	only isotopes are known with high accuracy� Such analyses provide
constraints on the physical conditions of the s	process environment� e�g� on temperature�
neutron �ux� and electron density� With the present xenon data� also the 
fth branching
with two s	only isotopes belonging to the main component of the s process can now be
studied� The elements of the main component between Zr and Hg are believed to be
produced during helium shell burning of low mass stars in the so	called asymptotic giant
branch �AGB� phase of stellar evolution ����� Therefore� these branchings are crucial for
testing the stellar models for this s	process site�

The s	process path around xenon is sketched in Fig� �� The s	only isotopes �������Xe
are shielded by their stable Te isobars from the r process� Although contributions from
the p process can not be excluded� these are usually small and are a priori not expected
to have a signi
cant impact� As indicated by the thick arrows� the main s	process �ow is
passing through both isotopes� According to the canonical description of the s	process�
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the important quantity Ns� � �� the product of s abundance and stellar capture cross
section� should therefore be equal for both isotopes� This relation may be disturbed�
however� by the possibility of two weak branchings at ���Te and ���I which would cause
a small part of the reaction �ow to bypass ���Xe� In this case the Ns� � �	value for
���Xe would be slightly smaller than for ���Xe� Since the abundance ratio of the s	only
isotopes is accurately known� a possible Ns� � �	di�erence can be detected by an accurate
measurement of the cross section ratio�

While the 
rst branching is marginal because the initial population of ground state
and isomer are quickly thermalized in the hot stellar photon bath� leading to a strong
dominance of the �	decay channel� the second branching at ���I is very interesting� It
is only determined by the competition between the two decay modes of ���I� completely
independent of the stellar neutron �ux� Since the electron capture rate depends on tem	
perature and electron density of the stellar plasma� this branching provides a possibility
to test these parameters without an interference from the neutron �ux�
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Figure �� The reaction path of the s process in the region of the xenon isotopes�

Previous �n��� data in the keV region were limited partial cross sections of the even
xenon isotopes� which were obtained in an activation experiment using a quasi	stellar
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neutron spectrum for a thermal energy of kT��� keV ����� These partial capture cross
sections were used to estimate the total stellar cross sections by comparison with the
isomeric ratios at thermal neutron energies� resulting in uncertainties of ��� �� similar
to uncertainties of statistical calculations ���� This implies that deviations from the local
approximation due to a possible branching at ���I� which was expected to be of the order of
���� could not be distinguished from the unbranched case giving Ns� � ��const� This
situation clearly required an accurate measurement of the total neutron capture cross
section for the key isotopes ���Xe and ���Xe which would allow to deduce the stellar cross
section over the entire range of thermal energies relevant for identifying the branching
strength in the framework of a realistic stellar model�

Apart from the branching at ���I� the xenon cross sections are required for determining
the solar Xe abundance� which can not be derived in the usual way from the analysis of
primitive meteorites or by spectral analyses of the sun ����� Instead� this quantity has to be
de
ned by means of s	process models� using the fact that the Ns � � � values are almost
constant in this mass region� Therefore� the respective values for the Xe isotopes can be
interpolated from the isotopes of the neighboring elements� These data in combination
with reliable cross sections can hence be used to obtain the solar Xe abundance� In this
respect� the unbranched s	only isotope ���Xe is most important�

Furthermore� accurate stellar �n��� cross sections are essential for the interpretation
that isotopic anomalies found in meteoritic inclusions represent material of pure s	process
origin �����

The measurements are described in Sec� �� The standard data analysis as well as
complementing detailed simulations using the GEANT code are discussed in Secs� �
and �� followed by a summary of the results and uncertainties in Secs� � and �� The
stellar cross sections obtained from these data are presented in Sec� � The astrophysical
implications will be addressed in a forthcoming publication�

� MEASUREMENT

The neutron capture cross sections of the xenon isotopes ��� to ��� have been measured
in the energy range from � to ��� keV using gold as a standard� Since the experimental
method has been published in detail ��� � �� ���� only a general description is given here�
complemented with the speci
c features of the present measurement�

Neutrons were produced via the �Li�p� n��Be reaction by bombarding metallic Li tar	
gets with the pulsed proton beam of the Karlsruhe ��� MV Van de Graa� accelerator�
The neutron energy was determined by time of �ight �TOF�� the samples being located
at a �ight path of � cm� The relevant parameters of the accelerator were a pulse width
of �� ns� a repetition rate of ��� kHz� and an average beam current of ��� �A� In di�er	
ent runs� the proton energies were adjusted �� and ��� keV above the threshold of the
�Li�p� n��Be reaction at ����� MeV� In this way� continuous neutron spectra in the proper
energy range for s�process studies were obtained� ranging from � to ��� keV� and � to ���
keV� respectively� The lower maximum neutron energy o�ers a signi
cantly better signal	
to	background ratio at lower energies� The neutron beam was collimated to a nominal
diameter of �� mm at the sample position�
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Capture events were registered with the Karlsruhe �� Barium Fluoride Detector via
the prompt capture ��ray cascades� This detector consists of �� hexagonal and pentagonal
crystals forming a spherical shell of BaF� with �� cm inner radius and �� cm thickness�
It is characterized by a resolution in ��ray energy of � at ��� MeV� a time resolution of
��� ps� and a peak e�ciency of ��� at � MeV� The ��� MeV threshold in ��ray energy
used in the present experiment corresponds to an e�ciency for capture events of more
than ��� for all investigated isotopes� A comprehensive description of this detector can
be found in Ref� �����

��� Samples

The main experimental problem was the preparation of appropriate samples� In a recent
experiment on krypton isotopes ���� the situation for experiments using electron linear
accelerators can be illustrated as a typical example� Samples of ���g were used for
each isotope� enclosed in aluminum spheres with � cm diameter and � mm thick walls�
Accordingly� the total aluminum mass of �� g exceeded the weight of the investigated
isotopes by about a factor of three�

Due to the e�ciency of the Karlsruhe ��BaF� detector for capture events of nearly
���� as well as the high neutron �ux which is available at the short �ight path� much
smaller samples could be used in the present experiment� These consisted of ����g highly
enriched xenon gas enclosed in titanium spheres of �� mm diameter and a wall thickness of
��� mm� The schematic sketch shown in Fig�� illustrates also the very thin 
lling port and
the steel valve� which was outside the neutron beam� This valve is operated by pressing
a polished steel sphere onto a konical 
t by means of a headless screw� During the 
lling
procedure a small spring is lifting the sphere from the 
t�

Xe @ 

60 bar

Figure �� Schematic sketch of the sample can�

The Ti spheres were made by rolling the available ��� mm thick metal sheets to a
nominal thickness of ��� mm� which were used to form hemispheres� After the 
lling port
was connected the hemispheres were put together by electron beam welding� While the
total mass of the spheres is about � g� the spherical part inside the neutron beam was
only ��� mg�
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After manufacturing� all cans were marked with an identi
cation number� First tests
with Ar gas con
rmed that these cans could be safely operated up to pressures of ���
bar� corresponding to �� mg xenon� Accordingly� these cans allowed for a signi
cantly
better signal to background ratio compared to the experiment mentioned before�

In total� � g of ���Xe� �� g of ���Xe and �g of ���Xe were available� In order to check
for systematic uncertainties two samples of ���� mg were prepared for each isotope and
the six samples were measured in the same experiment�

Filling of the samples occurred in two steps� by transfering the enriched xeneon gas

rst into an intermediate storage volume consisting of an ���� l stailess steel bottle which
was connected to the Ti spheres by very thin tubes� After evacuating the whole system� a
certain amount of gas was frozen into the intermediate volume� Then� the stainless steel
bottle was brought to room temperature and the pressure in the intermediate volume was
determined� In the next step the valve to the sample was opened and the xenon mass
frozen into the sphere was controlled via the pressure decrease in the storage volume�
Finally� the valve of the titanium sphere was closed and the remaining gas was frozen
back into the stainless steel bottle�

The Xe sample mass was determined from the di�erence in weight before and after

lling procedure� The weight of the samples was monitored for several days before the
start of the measurements to ensure that there were no Xe losses� The weight of the
xenon samples was also controlled after each experimental run� All turned out to be
reliably tight� the only exception being sample �� After the experiment the enriched gas
was re
lled into the bottles for permanent storage�

The Ti spheres with the six xenon samples were mounted on the ladder of a sample
changer� which held also a gold sample for measuring the neutron �ux� The gold sample
consisted three ����� mm thick disks of �� ��� and � mm diameter enclosed in an identical
Ti sphere� Two additional Ti spheres were used for background measurements� an evacu	
ated� empty sphere for determining the ambient component� and one 
lled with a graphite
ball of �� mm diameter for determining the background due to scattered neutrons�

The relevant sample parameters are compiled in Table �� including the identi
cation
number of the respective Ti spheres and the weight of the xenon content at di�erent times
during the experiment� In general� the sample mass was fairly constant over the entire
period of nearly � months� the small changes being consistent with the ��� mg uncertainty
of the balance� A signi
cant loss was observed for sample �� however� Since the large
cross section of the ���Xe allowed to achieve su�cient counting statistics from the second
���Xe sample� the leaky sphere was removed after the 
rst run� In view of the comparably
small cross section of ���Xe� sample �� was replaced after the 
rst run as indicated in the
last column of Table �� The isotopic composition of the xenon samples is given in Table
��

��� Experimental runs

The experiment was divided into three runs� two using the conventional data acquisition
technique with the detector operated as a calorimeter� In the third run an analog	to	
digital converter �ADC� system coupled to the detector for analyzing the signals from
all modules individually� In this way� the full spectroscopic information recorded by the
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detector can be recovered�

The measured spectra of all samples were normalized to equal neutron �ux by means
of a �Li�glass monitor located close to the neutron target�

The collimated neutron beam at the sample position was �� mm in diameter� Conse	
quently� only the titanium spheres with a total mass of ���� g were exposed to the beam�
Since the cross section of titanium is much smaller compared to the investigated xenon
isotopes� the corresponding background had no signi
cant impact on the experimental
sensitivity�

The samples were moved cyclically into the measuring position by a computer con	
trolled sample changer� The data acquisition time per sample of about �� min was deter	
mined by the integrated proton beam current on target� a complete cycle lasting about
��� h� From each event� a �� bit word was recorded on DAT tape containing the sum
energy and TOF information together with �� bits identifying those detector modules
that contributed�

The relevant parameters of the three runs corresponding to neutron spectra with
di�erent maximum energies are listed in Table �� Instead of the leaky ���Xe sample�
which was removed after the 
rst run� data were taken from an empty position in the
sample changer in all further runs�

Table �� SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

Sample Number Weight� Weight� Weight� Weight	 Loss Sphere
 Bn
� Runs

�mg� �mg� �mg� �mg� �mg� �g� �MeV�

Date� �������� 	��	���� 	
������ 	�������
���Xe 
 ������ ����	 ����	� ����� ��� ����� ������ I�II�III
���Xe  ��
��� ����
 ���	� �� ���	�� ������ I
���Xe 	� ��
��
 �����
 �����	 ������ 	�
	 ���	�
 ����
 I�II�III
���Xe 		 �
��� �
��
 �
��� �
�� ��	� �����
 ����
 I�II�III
���Xe 	� �
���� �
���� �
���� �
���� ����	 ������ ��	�� I�II�III
���Xe 	� �
	��� �
���� �
���� �
���� ��� ���	�� ��	�� I
���Xe 	� ��
�� ��
�� ��
�
� ����� ����
 ���	�� ��	�� II�III
���Au ��	�� ��	��� ���	� I�II�III
Graphite 	�
�
 ��	��� I�II�III
Empty � ����	� I�II�III

� Weight of Xe gas after 
lling�
� Weight of Xe gas at start of measurements�
� Weight of Xe gas at end of measurements�
	 Weight of Xe gas before re
lling into gas bottles�

 Weight of the evacuated sphere�
� Binding energy of the captured neutron�
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Table �� ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION ���

Sample Isotope
���Xe ���Xe ���Xe

���Xe ���� ��� ���
���Xe ���� ����� ���	
���Xe ��� ��� ���


Table �� PARAMETERS OF THE INDIVIDUAL RUNS

Run Flight TOF Number Maximum Measuring Mode Average Threshold
Path Scale of Neutron Time of Beam in Sum

Cycles Energy Operation Current Energy
�mm� �ns�ch� �keV� �d� ��A� �MeV�

I 
�� ��
��� �� 	�� ���
 Calorimeter 	�
 	�

II 

� ��
��� �� ��� ��� Calorimeter 	� 	��
III 
�	 ��
�
 ��� 	�� 	�	 ADC 	�
 	��

� DATA ANALYSIS

Due to the sperical geometry of the xenon samples it was not possible in the present
experiment do derive information on the total cross section from the spectra measured
with a �Li neutron monitor at a �ight path of ��� cm�

The data of all samples were evaluated separately� In this way� two sets of cross
sections were derived for each xenon isotope together with the respective uncertainties�
Since the samples di�ered signi
cantly in weight� the consistency of the resulting cross
sections con
rmed that the xenon gas was not contaminated by impurities during the

lling procedure� The 
nal cross sections were then obtained as the weighted average�

The analysis of the capture cross section was carried out in the same way as described
previously ��� � ��� All events were sorted into two�dimensional spectra containing ���
sum energy versus ���� TOF channels according to various event multiplicities �evalu	
ation ��� In evaluation �� this procedure was repeated by rejecting those events� where
only neighboring detector modules contributed to the sum energy signal� With this op	
tion� background from the natural radioactivity of the BaF� crystals and from scattered
neutrons can be reduced� For all samples� the resulting spectra were normalized to equal
neutron �ux using the count rate of the �Li glass monitor close to the neutron target� The
corresponding normalization factors are below ���� for all runs� The treatment of the
two	dimensional spectra from the data recorded with the ADC system is slightly more
complicated and was performed as described in Ref� ����

In the next step of data analysis� sample	independent backgrounds were removed by
subtracting spectra measured with the empty Ti sphere� This was justi
ed since the
weight of the spheres �Table �� was almost identical for all samples� A remaining constant





background was determined at very long �ight times� where no time	correlated events are
expected� The resulting two	dimensional spectra for events with multiplicity�� measured
in run I are shown for all investigated isotopes in the middle part of Figs� �� and ��

At this point� the spectra contain only events correlated with the sample� The next
correction to be made is for isotopic impurities �see Ref���� for details�� The respective
coe�cients are compiled in Table �� Due to the high enrichment of ��� this correction
is extremely small for all samples and could have been neglected in the present exper	
iment� The matrix for isotopic correction had to be calculated for each run separately
because more than one sample had been used per isotope and because some samples were
exchanged between runs� For example� the matrix of Table � was used to analyse the
spectra measured in run I with samples �� ��� and �� �see Table ��� while a similar matrix
was required for the analysis of samples � ��� and ��� The coe�cients are very small and
can be positive or negative as a consequence of the isotopic composition� In the 
rst line
of Table � the spectrum of ���Xe is corrected for the ���Xe contamination by subtracting
the scaled ���Xe spectrum� This implies� however� that the respective ���Xe contribution
is overcorrected� Therefore� this part has to be added� leading to a positive coe�cient for
���Xe�

Following the correction for isotopic impurities� the background due to capture of
sample scattered neutrons was removed from the spectra by means of the data measured
with the graphite scattering sample� The binding energy of the even xenon isotopes is
low enough� that the correction can be normalized at the pronounced peak in the sum	
energy spectra at ��� MeV due to capture in the odd barium isotopes ���Ba and ��
Ba
�see Figs� ��and ��� In case of ���Xe� which has a binding energy of ��� MeV� this feature
is hidden under the full energy peak� Instead� the normalization has to rely on the peak
at ��� MeV due to captures in the even barium isotopes� which sits on the tail of the true
capture events� The determination of this correction is described in Ref� �� for example�

The present setup has the advantage that this correction can be determined as a
function of neutron energy� In the interval from �� to ��� keV illustrated in Figure �
the scattering background below the actual capture peak is comparably small since the
graphite spectrum has to be normalized by a factor of���� in order to match the measured
spectrum around ��� MeV� This situation is slightly worse in the interval from �� to ��
keV shown in Fig� � where the normalized intensity of the graphite spectrum is shown
by the hatched area�

After this last correction� the spectra contain only the capture events of the investi	
gated isotopes �bottom spectra in Figs� �� �� The backgrounds due to capture of scattered
neutrons are shown explicitely in Fig� � and the corresponding signal�background ratios
are listed in Table � for di�erent neutron energies�
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Figure �� The di�erent steps of background subtraction in the two�dimensional sum
energy � TOF spectra� The data are shown for ���Xe and ���Xe measured in run I with
��� keV maximum neutron energy� Only events with multiplicity �� are shown� �The
original resolution of ��� � ���� channels was compressed into �� � �� channels for better
readability��
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Figure �� As Fig� � but for the ���Xe and ���Au samples�
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Figure �� Background subtraction due to capture of scattered neutron in the neutron
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Figure �� Background subtraction due to capture of scattered neutron in the neutron
energy range from �� to �� keV� The measured spectrum is shown in the left part to	
gether with the normalized graphite spectrum �hatched area�� The normalization factor
is calculated to match the intensity around ��� MeV� The corrected spectrum is shown in
the right part of the 
gure�
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Table �� MATRIX FOR ISOTOPIC CORRECTIONS ���

Corrected Measured spectrum Corrected sample
spectrum thicknessa

���Xe ���Xe ���Xe 	��� at�barn�
���Xe 	�� ������ �������� �����
���Xe ������ 	�� �����
� ��	��
���Xe �������	
 ����
�
 	�� ������

a nominal thickness calculated using a sample diameter of 	� mm�

Table �� SIGNAL�BACKGROUND RATIO DUE TO SCATTERED NEUTRONS

Sample �tot��n�� Maximum neutron energy Signal�Background ratioa

En��� keV �keV� En��� keV En��� keV En�	� keV
���Xe �� 	�� �� ��� ���
���Xe 		 ��� ��
 ��
���Xe �	 ��� ��� ��	
���Au �� 
� ��� ���

���Xe ��� ��� ��� ���
���Xe ��� ��
 ���
���Xe ��� ��� ���
���Au ��� ��� ���

a�detected capture events � neutron scattering background���neutron scattering background�

After subtraction of the scattering background the cross section shape versus neutron
energy was determined from the TOF spectra of Fig� � These spectra are calculated by
integrating the two	dimensional spectra in a region around the full energy peak� According
to the di�erent background conditions for events with di�erent multiplicities� a broader
interval was accepted for multiplicity � � and increasingly smaller intervals at lower
multiplicities �see Fig� ��� For normalization� the two	dimensional data were projected
onto the sum energy axis using the TOF region with optimum signal�background ratio
as indicated in Fig�  by vertical lines� The resulting pulse height spectra are shown in
Fig� � for events with multiplicity ��� The threshold in sum energy is ��� MeV�

The sum energy spectra of all isotopes are shown in Fig� � for di�erent measured
multiplicities� These correspond to the number of detector modules contributing per
event� and are slightly larger than the true multiplicities because of cross talking between
modules� In the even xenon isotopes ���� of the capture events are observed with
multiplicities ��� while the respective fraction in the odd isotope is about ���� The
arrows in Fig� � indicate the range of sum energy channels that were integrated to obtain
the TOF spectra of Fig� �
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The cross section ratio of isotope X relative to the gold standard is given by

�i�X�

�i�Au�
�

Zi�X�

Zi�Au�

�Z�Au�

�Z�X�

�E�X�

�E�Au�

m�Au�

m�X�
F�F� ���

In this expression� Zi is the count rate of channel i in the TOF spectrum� �Z is the
TOF rate integrated over the interval used for normalization �vertical lines in Fig� ��
�E is the total count rate in the sum energy spectra for all multiplicities in this TOF
interval� The respective sum energy spectra are shown in Fig� �� For all multiplicities these
spectra were integrated from the threshold at �� MeV well beyond the binding energy�
the resulting sums� �E� being used in Eq� ���� A detailed description of this procedure is
given in Ref����� The quantity m denotes the sample thickness in atoms�b� The fraction
of capture events f below the experimental threshold in sum energy is accounted for by
the correction F� � ����� f�Au��	����� f�X��� where X refers to the respective xenon
sample �Table ��� F� is the ratio of the multiple scattering and self	shielding corrections�

The fraction of unobserved capture events� f � and the correction factor F� were calcu	
lated as described in Ref� ��� and are listed in Table �� Apart from the detector e�ciency
for monoenergetic �	rays in the energy range up to �� MeV� the neutron capture cascades
and their relative contributions to the total capture cross section represent the relevant
input for this calculation� As described in Ref� ���� this information was derived directly
from the experimental data recorded with the ADC system� For this procedure� only
events close to the sum energy peak �see Fig� �� were selected� which contained the full
capture �	ray cascade� This ensemble was further reduced by restricting the analysis to
the TOF region with optimum signal�background ratio �vertical lines in Fig� �� As in all
previous experiments with the �� BaF� detector� F� was found to depend linearly on the
binding energy of the captured neutrons�

The capture �	ray spectra deduced from the data taken with the ADC system are
shown in Fig� �� in energy bins of ��� keV The spectra of the even target isotopes show
a signi
cant hard component� evidence for strong primary transitions to low	lying states�

The correction for neutron multiple scattering and self	shielding was calculated with
the SESH code ����� Since SESH is limited to cylindrical samples� the spherical geometry
was approximated by a cylinder of equal volume� � mm in diameter and ��� mm long�
Apart from the pairing energies ����� most of the input parameters for these calculations
were taken from Ref� ����� These data required some minor modi
cations for reproducing
the measured capture cross sections� The 
nal values are listed in Table  together with
the calculated total cross sections� The resulting correction factors� MS�X� and F�� are
compiled in Tables � and ��
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Figure ��� Capture �	ray spectra derived from the capture cascades recorded with the
ADC system� �The full resolution of ���� channels is compressed into bins of ��� keV��

Table �� FRACTION OF UNDETECTED CAPTURE EVENTS� f ���� AND THE RE	
LATE CORRECTION FACTORS F��

a

Threshold in Sum Energy �MeV�
	�� 	�� 	�
 ���

f�Au� ���� ��

f����Xe� ���� ����
f����Xe� 	�	� 	��
f����Xe� ���� ���

F��
���Xe�Au� ���� ���� ���� ����

F��
���Xe�Au� ����� ����� ����
 �����

F��
���Xe�Au� ����� ����� ����� ����	

a derived from capture cascades measured with the ADC system
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Table � PARAMETERS FOR THE CALCULATION OF NEUTRON SELF�
SHIELDING AND MULTIPLE SCATTERING CORRECTIONS

Parameter ���Xe ���Xe ���Xe ���Au

Nucleon Number 	� 	�� 	�� 	�

Binding Energy �MeV� ���� ����� ���	� ���	�
Pairing Energy �MeV� 	�	�� ���� 	�	�� ���
E�ective Temperature �K� ��� ��� ��� ���
Nuclear Spin � ��� � 	��

Average Radiation s ��	�� ����� ���� ��	�
Width �eV� p ����� ���� ����� ����

d ����� ���� ����� ����
Average Level s 	��� ��� ���� 	���
Spacing �eV� pa ���� ��� ��� ���

da �	�� 	�� ���� ���
Strength Function S� 	�� ��� 	�� ���
�	��	� S� ��� ��� ��� ���

S� 	�� 	�� 	�� ��

Nuclear Radius s ���� ���� ���� ���
�fm� p ���� ���� ���� ���

d ���� ���� ���� ���

Calculated total cross sections
� keV 	�� 	��� 	�� ���	
� keV 		�� 	�� 		�� ����
	� keV ��� 	��� ��� 	��
�� keV �� 	��	 �� 	��	
�� keV 
�
 �� 
�
 	��
� keV 
�	 
�� 
�	 		�

	�� keV ��
 ��
 ��
 ���
��� keV ��� ��	 ��� 
��

aCalculated with SESH �	��

Table �� CORRECTION FACTORS FOR NEUTRON SELF�SHIELDING AND MUL	
TIPLE SCATTERING� MS

Energy Bin MS

�keV� ���Au ���Xe ���Xe ���Xe
Sample Number 	� 		 
  	� 	� 	�

� � � ���� ���	� ���� ���� ���� ��� ��� ����
� � 
�� 	��	� ����� ����� ����� ����� ��� ����� �����

�� � 	� 	���� ����� ����	 ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
	� � 	��� 	���
 ���
� ����� ����
 ����� ����� ���� �����
	��� �	� 	���� ���
� ���� ���
� ���
	 ����� ����� �����

��



Table � �continued�
�� � �� ����� ���� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� �����
�� � �� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ���� ���� �����
�� � �� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����
�� � �� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����
�� � �� ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
�� � �� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
�� � �� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
�� � ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
��� � ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����
��� � ��� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����
��� � �� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����
�� � ��� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ����� ����� �����
��� � ��� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ����� ����� �����

Uncertainty ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table �� CORRECTION FACTORS FOR THE CROSS SECTION RATIOS� F� �
MS�Au��MS�X�

Energy Bin F�

�keV� ���Xe�Au ���Xe�Au ���Xe�Au
Sample Number 	� 		 
  	� 	� 	�

� � � 	���� 	�		 	�		� 	�		� 	�	

 	�	�� 	�	�

� � 
�� 	��
	 	��� 	��� 	��
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� GEANT SIMULATIONS

Detailed simulations with the GEANT code ��� have recently led to a signi
cantly im	
proved understanding of the performance of the Karlsruhe �� BaF� detector ���� In this
approach the advantage of GEANT in modeling complex detector geometries was comple	
mented by an e�ort to improve the database for low energy neutrons and by implementing
the most recent evaluations for the relevant neutron and gamma cross sections�

The geometry of the Karlsruhe �� BaF� detector was accurately de
ned for all ��
modules including the supporting structures as well as rather 
ne details such as re�ector
sheets and photomultipliers The e�ciency for �	rays originating from a sample in the
center of the detector was then calculated including �	ray self absorption corrections in
the sample and in the Ti spheres� In this context it was important that also the e�ect of
internal conversion could be considered� Since the conversion electrons are easily absorbed
in the sample or the canning of the barium �uoride crystals they do not contribute to the
scintillation signal in the barium �uoride crystals� For the 
rst time� this e�ect could be
investigated quantitatively�

In this way� the �	response for single modules as well as the probability for cross
talking between modules could be reliably evaluated The energy resolution of individual
crystals was considered by adopting experimentally determined information obtained in
measurements with the ADC system�

True events were simulated by means of capture �	ray cascades� which were calculated
for the investigated xenon isotopes and for gold by using CASINO ����� an extension of
the Monte Carlo code DICEBOX ���� for the keV neutron energy range� This approach
allows to treat the probability for the emission of conversion electrons properly� For each
set of input parameters about ����� neutron capture cascades were calculated� with a
�ag on each transition to distinguish �	rays and conversion electrons�

With these calculated cascades the response of the ��BaF� detector was determined
in the GEANT simulations by following �	rays and electrons from their points of origin�
which were isotropically distributed over the volume of the sample� The energy deposit in
the individual detector modules was considered down to the experimental threshold of���
keV� Since each capture cascade was treated separately� the sum energy spectra could be
determined in dependence of the event multiplicity de
ned in Sec��� which corresponds
to the number of modules with an energy deposit above the �� keV threshold� The
total recorded cascade energy �sum energy� was then stored in the respective multiplicity
spectrum� Even multiplicities between � and �� were found in the simulations� in close
correspondence to the experimental xenon spectra as shown in Figs� ��� ���and ��� The
simulated spectra are indicated by the hatched area� while the experimental results are
shown as histograms� The spectrum in the upper left corner of each 
gure corresponds to
the total sum of all multiplicities� It is important to note that the integrated number of
events in these sum spectra are the only normalization factors involved� The simulated
spectra for the various multiplicities were not adjusted to the experimental data but
simply scaled by using the same normalized factor� illustrating the remarkable quality of
the calculated capture cascades as well as of the simulations�
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Figure ��� Simulated sum energy spectra for capture in ���Xe for di�erent multiplicities
�hatched� compared to the experimental spectra shown in Fig� � �histogram��

This is also obvious from the surprisingly good agreement in the shape of the measured
and simulated spectra� Not only the full energy peak at the binding energy of the captured
neutron but also the tail towards lower energies is correctly described� For all three Xe
isotopes the experimental spectra are well reproduced even for multiplicities � and � where
the subtraction of a large background component gives rise to strong �uctuations� If the
capture cascades were calculated with di�erent sets of input parameters� the agreement
between simulation and experiment was signi
cantly worse in certain cases� In principle�
this can be used for testing the physics of the capture process�

The corresponding comparison for the gold sample �Fig ��� exhibits similarly good
agreement between experiment and simulation as for the Xe isotopes� especially the to	
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Figure ��� Simulated sum energy spectra for capture in ���Xe for di�erent multiplicities
�hatched� compared to the experimental spectra shown in Fig� � �histogram��

tal spectrum in the upper left corner is perfectly reproduced all the way down to the
experimental threshold at ��� MeV�

In all previous measurements with the Karlsruhe ��BaF� detector the gold spec	
trum represented a longstanding problem� The full energy peak was always considerably
broader than for practically all �� isotopes measured so far� Moreover� the peak energy
deviated by about ��� keV from the binding energy of the captured neutron� whereas this
correlation was consistently con
rmed in all other cases over a wide range between ���
and � MeV�

In principle� this e�ect could have been due to the ��� keV isomer in ���Au� which
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Figure ��� Simulated sum energy spectra for capture in ���Xe for di�erent multiplicities
�hatched� compared to the experimental spectra shown in Fig� � �histogram��

has a half	life of ��� ns� much longer than the time window of ��� ns for accepting single
events� However� this isomer was found to be too weakly populated to account for the
observed e�ect ����� The present GEANT simulations have shown that the shift as well
as the broadening of the full energy peak in the gold spectrum is caused by conversion
electrons� Converted transitions occur in a signi
cant fraction of capture cascades in
���Au as a consequence of the high atomic number and the high level density� Being
absorbed in the sample or the re�ector layers� these electrons do not contribute to the
barium �uoride signals and are therefore also missing in the sum energy signal peak�
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Figure ��� Simulated sum energy spectra for capture in ���Au for di�erent multiplicities
�hatched� compared to the experimental spectra �histogram��

In order to demonstrate this e�ect the simulation of capture in gold was repeated con	
verting arti
cially all conversion electrons into gamma	rays� The resulting spectra in Fig�
�� exhibit a full energy peak which is much sharper and shifted to higher energies com	
pared to the measured distribution� Moreover� this simulation fails clearly to reproduce
the experimental multiplicity distribution�

This signi
cant role of converted transitions has practically no consequences for the
cross sections derived in the present experiment since the e�ciency is determined by the
comparably low threshold in �	ray energy� essentially independent of the total cascade en	
ergy� However� other experimental techniques for the measurement of �n��� cross sections�
e�g� Moxon	Rae detectors or C�D� detectors using the pulse height weighting technique�
are explicitely based on the assumption that the total cascade energy corresponds to the
binding energy of the captured neutrons� While this assumption is justi
ed for the iso	
topes with low level densities it is certainly not valid for gold and other heavy nuclei�
In the past� proper corrections for the e�ect of converted transitions have always been
neglected� This may well be a recent for discrepancies among previous data� in particular
since many experiments were using gold as a cross section standard�
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Figure ��� Simulated sum energy spectra for capture in ���Au �hatched� if all conversion
electrons are treated as �	rays� Comparison with the experimental spectra �histogram�
shows that this assumption implies severe discrepancies�

A second feature of the GEANT simulations is that they provide a completely inde	
pendent way of determining the correction for the fraction of unobserved capture events�
This is particularly important since the uncertainty of this correction usually dominates
the systematic uncertainties in the measurements with the �� BaF� detector� From the
simulated total spectra �upper left panels in Figs� ���������and ��� the respective frac	
tion of events below a given threshold energy is listed in Table �� together with the
corresponding correction factors F�� At the ��� and �� MeV thresholds of the present
experiment the F� values obtained in the simulations and the results of the corrections
determined by the standard procedure �Table �� agree on average within ����� This is a
remarkable con
rmation for the previously adopted procedure since the two approaches
are completely independent of each other�
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Table ��� FRACTION OF UNDETECTED CAPTURE EVENTS� f ���� AND THE
RELATED CORRECTION FACTORS F��

a

Threshold in Sum Energy �MeV�
	�� 	�� 	�
 ���

f�Au� ��	� ���
f����Xe� ��� ����
f����Xe� 	�	� 	�	
f����Xe� ��� ����

F��
���Xe�Au� ����� ����� ����	 ���


F��
���Xe�Au� ����� ����� ����	 �����

F��
���Xe�Au� ����� ���� ����
 �����

a derived from the GEANT simulation

� RESULTS FOR THE NEUTRON CAPTURE

CROSS SECTIONS

The measured neutron capture cross section ratios of the investigated Xe isotopes� and of
���Au are listed in Tables �� to �� together with the respective statistical uncertainties�
The data are given for all runs and for the di�erent samples as well as for both evaluations
discussed in Sec� �� The last column in each table contains the weighted average� the
weight being determined by the inverse of the squared statistical uncertainties Since the
cross section ratios depend weakly on energy� the averages for the energy interval from ��
to �� keV are also included for a better comparison of the individual results The agreement
of results obtained in di�erent runs� evaluations� or with di�erent samples provides an
important veri
cation of the respective corrections and hence for the reliability of the
method�

As in the previous measurements with the �� BaF� detector �� �� ��� the 
nal cross
section ratios were adopted from evaluation �� The respective mean values are compiled
for all runs in Table � together with the statistical� systematic� and total uncertainties�
The energy bins are su�ciently 
ne to avoid systematic uncertainties in the calculation
of the Maxwellian averaged cross sections �Sec� �� The 
nal statistical uncertainties of

��



the cross section ratios are less than �� in the energy range from �� to ��� keV for all
isotopes� but reach � to ��� in the lowest energy bins� The systematic uncertainties are
��� 	 ����

The experimental ratios were converted into absolute cross sections using the gold
data of Macklin ���� after normalization by a factor of ����� to the absolute value of
Ratynski and K�appeler ���� �Table ���� The uncertainties of the resulting cross sections
can be obtained by adding the ���� uncertainty of the reference cross section to the
uncertainties of the respective ratios� The 
nal values for the cross sections in dependence
of the neutron energy are shown in Figs� �� and ��
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Figure ��� The neutron capture cross section of ���Xe�
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Table �� FINAL NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTION RATIOS OF ���Xe� ���Xe�
AND ���Xe RELATIVE TO ���Au

Energy Bina �����Xe�
�����Au� Uncertainty ��� �����Xe�

�����Au� Uncertainty ��� �����Xe�
�����Au� Uncertainty ���

�keV� stat sys tot stat sys tot stat sys tot
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a Energy bins as used for calculating the Maxwellian averaged cross section
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Table ��� NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS OF ���Xe� ���Xe� AND ���Xe �in
mb�

Energy Bina �����Au�b �����Xe� �����Xe� �����Xe�
�keV�

� � � �����
 
���� 	��� �
���
� � 
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���
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��
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�� � �� ���� 	
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 �	�� ���	
�� � � ����� 	��� ����� ��	
� � 	�� ���� 	���� �
��� 
���
	�� � 	�� ����	 	���� ���� 
	�	
	�� � 	�� �
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	�� � 	
� ����
 	���� 	��� ����
	
� � ��� ����� 	���� 	��� ���
��� � ��� ���� 	���� 	
��� ����

aAs used for calculating the Maxwellian averaged cross sections
bBased on the ���Au data from literature���� ���

� DISCUSSION OF UNCERTAINTIES

The determination of statistical and systematic uncertainties in measurements with the ��
BaF� detector has been described in Refs� ��� � ��� The following discussion emphasizes
the particular aspects of the present experiment� The various uncertainties are compiled
in Table ���

The binding energy for the even xenon isotopes is su�ciently low for normalizing the
scattering background via the peak due to capture in the odd barium isotopes in the sum
energy region around � MeV �see Figs� � and ��� In this way� a reliable correction could
be determined� resulting in negligible systematic uncertainties� For ���Xe� however� the
high binding energy required to normalize the scattering background at the peak due to
capture on the even barium isotopes at ��� MeV� This feature being weaker and a�ected
by the tail of the true capture events implies a non	neglible systematic uncertainty of ��
for the e�ect of scattered neutrons�

The systematic uncertainty due to the normalization of all spectra to equal neutron

��



�ux have been discussed previously and is given in Table ��� The ���� uncertainty
usually related to the ���� mm uncertainty of the �ight path measurement was recently
con
rmed by comparing the resonance energies determined with the present setup ���
with the values obtained with much better resolution at ORELA ����� Since the de
nition
of the �ight path was hampered by the spherical samples� a systematic uncertainty of ����
was adopted in the present experiment�

In the quality certi
cate of the enriched xenon gas chemical admixtures of other noble
gases as well as of CO� CO�� CH	� O�� N�� and even H�O were listed� however in most cases
with upper limits of ������� Traces of additional impurities might have been collected
during the 
lling procedure although no evidence was detected neither from the vacuum
conditions nor from any inconsistencies in the cross section data derived from di�erent
samples� In view of the very small contaminations and the fact that most of these light
isotopes have tiny cross sections� a systematic uncertainty of ���� was considered for this
correction�

Since the enrichment of all samples was close to ���� �Table ��� the corrections
for isotopic impurities were correspondingly small� Following the usual prescription for
evaluating the related uncertainties �see Refs� ���� ��� for example�� all isotopic corrections
in the present experiment are found to exhibit uncertainties of about �����

Because of the high enrichment the correction for multiple scattering and self	shielding
was calculated assuming that the sample consisted only of the main isotope� The ���
and ���� uncertainties provided by the SESH code ���� for the even and odd samples
respectively had to be increased� however� since the spherical samples were approximated
by cylindrical shapes in these calculations� Since the results given in Table � are almost
independent on the sample mass� the geometric approximation is also not expected to
have a strong in�uence on this correction either� Therefore� a systematic uncertainty of
���� was assumed for all isotopes� about a factor of two larger than the uncertainties
calculated by the SESH code�

The systematic uncertainties due to undetected events were discussed in detail for
the gadolinium experiment ����� where uncertainties of ���� for the even and ���� for
the odd isotope were estimated for the correction factor F�� This estimate was based
on two independent sets of calculated capture cascades� and was found to agree with
the respective uncertainties quoted in previous measurements with the �� BaF� detector
�� �� ��� It turned out that this uncertainty was mainly determined by the di�erence in
binding energy between the investigated isotope and the gold standard� which is large for
the odd� but small for the even gadolinium isotopes� For the dysprosium isotopes ����
it was veri
ed� that using the experimental instead of the theoretical capture cascades
essentially the same F� values were obtained� thus con
rming the attributed uncertainties�

For Xe the binding energies of the even isotopes are similar to that of gold� but di�er
signi
cantly for ���Xe� Therefore an uncertainty of ���� was assumed for �������Xe and
���� for ���Xe� These uncertainties are also supported by the GEANT simulations� which
yield correction factors F� �Table ��� that agree on average within ���� with the results
listed in Table ��
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Table ��� SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES ���

Background subtraction ����Xe� 	��
Flight path ���
Neutron �ux normalization ���
Sample mass� elemental impurities ��	
Isotopic composition ���
Multiple scattering and self�shielding� F�

cross section ratio ��
Undetected events� F�

cross section ratio �even�odd isotopes � ����	�	

total systematic uncertainties
�����Xe����Au� 	�	
�����Xe����Au� 	�
�����Xe����Au� 	�	

� MAXWELLIAN AVERAGED CROSS

SECTIONS

Maxwellian averaged cross sections were calculated in the same way as described in Refs�
��� �� The neutron energy range from � 	 �� keV was divided into three intervals
according to the origin of the adopted cross sections� The respective contributions Ix
are given in Table ��� The main contribution� i�e� the interval I� from � to ��� keV� is
provided by the present experiment �Table ���� These data were obtained with su�cient
resolution to exclude systematic uncertainties that may result from a coarse energy grid�

The contribution I� was determined by normalizing the theoretical cross sections of
Kopecky et al� ���� to the present data in the interval between � to �� keV� The energy
dependence of both data sets turned out to be in good agreement since consistent nor	
malization factor were obtained for all 
ve energy bins in this interval� Therefore� this
contribution was based on the mean of the 
ve intervals with an uncertainty of �� being
derived from the spread of these values�

The energy interval from ��� to �� keV contributes very little to the Maxwellian
average at typical s	process temperatures� Here� the data of Ref� ���� were normalized
to the experimental cross sections in the energy range from �� to ��� keV� and the
corresponding uncertainties were assumed to increase from �� at ��� keV to ��� at
�� keV neutron energy�

The systematic uncertainties of the Maxwellian averaged cross sections in Table ��
correspond to the uncertainties of the cross section ratios �Table �� and include the
respective contributions from the intervals I� and I�� The ���� uncertainty of the gold
standard was not considered since it cancels out in most applications of relevance for
s	process studies� In general� the systematic uncertainties dominate over the statistical

��



uncertainties except for the even isotopes at low thermal energies�
The present results at kT��� keV are eventually compared in Table �� with the

previous semi	empirical estimates and with the compilations of Refs� ��� ���� For these
important isotopes the overall uncertainty could be improved by more than an order of
magnitude to ���� Accordingly� comparison of the Ns� � � values for ���Xe and ���Xe
can now be used to reliably identify a possible branching of the s	process path� A detailed
discussion of this possibility is in preparation�
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Table ��� MAXWELLIAN AVERAGED NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS
OF THE XENON ISOTOPES�

���Xe

�E � � � keV � � ��� keV ��� � 
�� keV Thermal Spectrum
Data� from Ref� ����a this work from Ref� ����a

kT I� I� I� � �v��vT �mbarn�
�keV� �mbarn� �mbarn� �mbarn� stat sysb tot
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Table ��� MAXWELLIAN AVERAGED CROSS SECTIONS AT kT��� keV COM	
PARED TO PREVIOUS WORK AND EVALUATIONS

Isotope Experiment Evaluation
Cross section Reference Bao et al� Beer� Voss� Winters

�mb� ��� ����
���Xe ����� � ��
 present worka ����� ��
�			

�� � 	�� Beer �	��

���Xe �	
�� � 	��� present worka �
��
	 
�
���

���Xe 	���� � ��	 present worka 	�	��	 	
����
	�� � �� Beer �	��

a The 	��� uncertainty of the gold cross section is not included� since it cancels out in most
applications of relevance for nuclear astrophysics�

Table �� �continued�
���Xe

�E � 	 � keV � 	 ��� keV ��� 	 �� keV Thermal Spectrum
Data� from Ref� ����a this work from Ref� ����a

kT I� I� I� � �v��vT �mbarn�
�keV� �mbarn� �mbarn� �mbarn� stat sysb tot
� ������� �������� ��� ���� ��� ��� ��
�� �������� ��������� ��� ����� ��� ��� ���
�� ������� �������� ��� ���� ��� ��� ��
�� ������� ��������� ��� ���� ��� ��� ���
�� ������� �������� ��� ����� �� ��� ���
�� ������� ��������� ��� ����� ��� ��� ���
�� ������� ��������� ������� ����� ��� ��� ��
�� ������� ��������� ������� ����� ��� ��� ���
�� ������� ������� ������� ����� ��� ��� ���
�� ������� ������� ������ ���� ��� ��� ���
� ������� ������ �������� ���� ��� ��� ���
�� ������� ������ �������� ���� ��� ��� ���
�� ������� �������� �������� ���� ��� ��� ���
��� ������� �������� �������� ���� ��� ��� ���

aNormalized to present data
bThe ���� uncertainty of the gold standard is not included� since it cancels out in most
applications of relevance for nuclear astrophysics
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